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ParkIn 
th
e

Clear water.  
No algae!

Grow plants that 
butterflies and 
caterpillars like

No rubble,  
no thorny plants! 
Happy jogging! 

Dog walking area

Potting shed  
for saplings

PoPu’s blooPERs

• Overfeeding the fish makes them sick

• Adding excess food in fish pond 

rots the water

• Breaking the life cycle of a butterfly

Roll up algae with 
a twig. No need to 

use chemicals.

Animals 
too need 
some 
space

Collect rainwater 
to water grounds 

and gardens

Plants and herbs, you  
may sow. Cut weeds,  

and then grow! 

To see our  
neighbourhood, 

please come this way! 
This is where we stay,  

work, and play! We keep  
it clean and green 

night and day! 



4-5

Popu’s kitten Minoo 
is running away!

Keep your park 
clean. Throw in 

the dustbin

Keep the birdbath 
clean for birds!

Play area surface 
made of recycled 

shoes and old 
rubber slippers

Spot 
Popu’s 
bloopers

Come back 
Minoo!

Animals  
love to stay in 

the lap of nature. 
If you love your 
pets, keep your 
surroundings 

green.

Woof!

Naughty 
Minoo! 

Grow your 
own veggies 
at home

Shredded rubber 
from old tyres – won’t 
hurt if you fall on it

Use a detergent and 
scrub brush to clean a 
birdbath regularly

Butterflies 
need leaves 
to lay eggs! 
Caterpillars 
eat leaves 

as well

I love it 
here!



housIng socIetyIn 
th
e

PoPu’s blooPERs

• Playing with filthy, polluting water

• Soiling his own and other’s clothes 

Dirty, stagnant 
water is a breeding 
ground for germs

Don’t let rainwater run 
away and roam. 

Do rainwater 
harvesting at home

ou
r

Uff! Stinking, 
rotting.

Spot 
Popu’s 
bloopers

GG and Popu are desperate to find the lost 

kitten. They have asked their friends to help.

Using waste 
paper for the 

posters! Good 
job!

It’ll make 
such a nice 

splash!
A simple 

way of saving 
water. Stop!

Paper is made 
from trees. Use  

it carefully  

Pits should be covered 
to save people from 

falling into them 

Minoo ran away  
when she got a scare.
We must look for her 

everywhere.

Search, search 
everywhere, 

but not a kitten  
to be found.



6-7

Go  
for solar 
lighting  
in your 
area.

Must ask authorities  
to shift such dumping 

bins from colonies

Celebrations in 
community halls 

leave a lot of 
garbage behind

Solar energy is 
cheap, efficient, 

and green

Guards protect 
us. We must look 
after their needs.

Yuck. I can  
throw up! 

Yuck! So 
messy!

Solar 
lighting! How 
innovative!

Seen nothing, 
will say nothing… 

don’t get paid  
for it.

NOTICE
12.3.2013

DIGGING  

OF DRAINS

Clearing up the 
mess after a party  
is necessary

I don’t 
spread 

pollution!

Every drop 
counts



local vendorsIn 
th
e

The scrap dealer  
sorts out paper, cans, 

and plastic waste  
and sends these  

for recycling

Use it for packing things 
and cleaning the glass 
embedded in furniture

ou
r

Help people who  
come for garbage 

collection

Spot 
Popu’s 
bloopers

How much will you 
give me for this 

poster?

Steel utensils in 
exchange for old  

clothes – this trade 
recycles old clothes

Garbage collection without 
gloves and masks is an 

inhuman occupation

Hurry up! Do 
some garbage 
management.

We love our 
neighbourhood vendors. 

Without them, life  
would be so  

difficult!
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